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Our guiding questions for today
How can interactive group work and authentic assessment be designed 
into online work?
Are online best practices 
feasible?
How can course design elements make an online 
course sustainable for instructors and usable for 
students?
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Engage students in online interactive groups.
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Create sequenced, varied, authentic assessments.
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Build in maintainable sustainability.
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Create a usable learning environment.
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But online group work is hard. 
Design with 
groups in 
mind.
define
design
develop
deliver evaluate
Define the needs
1. Scaffold group work 
process
2. Increase accountability 
for engagement
3. Authentic, relatable 
assessment tasks
5
Explicitly 
state 
expectations 
for group 
work.
designdeliver
Assign rotating group roles
● Harmonizer
● Summarizer
● Skeptic
● Researcher
● Facilitator
Expect 
accountability 
for group work
Consistent 
assignment 
and process
design
Create authentic, sequenced, varied assessment plan.
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Why are some people skeptical of the value of online 
assessments?
Does answering this question relate to my life in any way?
I never have to articulate or defend my reasoning.
I got this answer from my roommate.
The answer is often obvious and requires little understanding (the 
answer is all of the above!)
All of the above.
Authentic 
assessments are 
relevant to 
real-life problems
“Farmers often plant large 
acreage of a single crop in order 
to maximize yield and simplify 
harvesting. This is true of 
almonds in the central valley of 
California. From what you have 
learned in this unit, what are 
some of the pros and cons 
associated with monoculture?”
Authentic 
assessments use 
real research, 
real data
1. Learn about an ongoing citizen 
science project
2. Use the project’s data set to 
investigate novel questions.
Authentic 
assessments use 
real tests, 
real products
● Design an experiment
● Create a scientifically 
supported 
advertisement.
Multiple choice quizzes and 
simulations can be appropriately 
applied.
However. . . 
Varied: Automatically graded quizzes, ideally with automated 
feedback
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Identify definitions and concepts Automatic
Apply to real-world problems 2-Stage Group
Varied: Essential Questions:
1) Submit individual answers to group → discuss
2) Submit group answers to instructor → grade
Identify definitions and concepts AutomaticBlo
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Apply to real-world problems 2-Stage Group.
Design experiments, 
Evaluate claims Peer + Instructor
Varied: Group discusses and gives feedback on drafts.
Instructor assesses checkpoints and final product.
Build in maintainable sustainability.
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Proximate and scaffolded information
Lab Schedule
Lab Overview
Weekly Instructions
Assignment Instructions
Lab Procedures
Random Grading
Weekly assignments grade only a portion (for the instructor it was grade 2 
each week, kept the 5 highest scores)
For repetitive assignments, embed Google Docs 
Instructions.
<iframe frameborder="0" width="100%" height="900" 
src="Insert the share link here*/pub?embedded=true"> 
</iframe>
*remove “edit?usp=sharing”
For lab equipment, hire a vendor.
Test for usability. 
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We had some usability questions to explore
1. Getting oriented - is this class a good fit for you?
2. Navigate through a week of content - is it clear what you need to do?
3. Are complex assignment instructions clear?
4. Are multi-part assignment instructions clear, e.g., schedule and sequence?
Clarify essential 
questions 
instructions
Consistently list 
due dates
Syllabus (and get 
started guide)
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We made some (a lot of) changes
Aside: 
a nice, 
simple, 
effective, 
versatile
usability scale
During and after the course
Result: Fairly smooth first run of new course! 
What will we do differently next time?
Groups: Spend even more time on initial group building, and 
maybe rotate group members mid way. 
Groups: Improve assessment plan, e.g., grade weighting and 
peer/self assessments
Usability: Start Here! Guide continues to improve
Usability: Standardize course navigation
Labs: More graded check-point lab assignments
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